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Abstract

Optimizing the production process of a metal
producer

Nathalie Lihv

Due to increasing competitiveness, manufacturing industries are facing a great amount
of pressure to optimize their production. One of the first sectors affected by this
phenomenon is the metal industry, which has undergone multiple developments in the
process of finding optimal solutions to this challenge. Examples for these solutions are
frequently found in IT-applications that optimize the technique of cutting and slitting
the produced metal. Research has namely proven that by generating an optimized
solution with an IT-application, the scrap created in the metal production can be
minimized. In the longer term, this can minimize costs and thereby improve the
return of investment of organizations. However, an obstacle lies in the fact that a
universal, one-size-fits-all, solution has not been developed yet. Hence, for each
particular case, a new optimization application needs to be developed according to
the respective metal producer’s conditions and goals. The purpose of this paper is to
demonstrate how the above-mentioned optimization can be developed and made
possible. This has been executed by performing a case study of an actual project of a
leading Swedish metal producer who has ordered this kind of IT-application. While
doing so, an understanding of the dynamics of the optimization process has been
obtained. This has been done by executing and applying iterative and progressing
methods. In order to give a brief overview of this procedure, the mentioned methods
can be summarized in few simple steps. Primarily, qualitative and action research
interviews have been held in a specification phase in order to clarify the company's
exact specifications. Thereafter, these specifications have been used as the main data
in a configuration phase where progressing methods have been used. This has later on
resulted in an optimized system. Finally, an evaluation of this optimization method has
been done which demonstrates that the used methods were efficient in the sense of
extracting an optimized IT-application.
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning  
På grund av en ständigt ökande global konkurrens samt klienters oupphörliga behov av 
nyutvecklade produkter, pressas flertalet fabriksindustrier att optimera dess produktion. Det 
har därför blivit avsevärt viktigt och fundamentalt för dessa industrier att finna nya lösningar 
för att kunna upprätthålla sin position på marknaden. En av de främsta industrierna som 
behövt hantera denna utmaning är metallindustrin. I jakten på att utveckla en mer 
kostnadseffektiv produktion har optimerande IT-applikationer kommit att få en nyckelroll då 
de visat kunnat åstadkomma optimala resultat i förhållande till produktionen. Tekniken brukas 
därför åtskilligt inom metallindustrin och klassificeras till och med av experter som ett 
essentiellt verktyg för industriers överlevnad och framgång på marknaden.  

Trots IT-applikationernas fördelar, tillkommer även hinder och flaskhalsar. På grund av att 
optimeringsprocessen i sig är komplex, måste matematiska modeller och kriterier skapas till 
varje specifikt fall. Det existerar med andra ord inget universellt system, vilket har medfört att 
tekniken genomgått multipla uppsättningar av diverse mjukvaruutvecklingar. På grund av 
denna massutveckling, har tekniken däremot lett till att optimeringssystem idag ofta skapas 
genom konfigurering av existerande system.  

För att erhålla en förståelse i skapandet av en IT-applikation samt den komplexitet som 
medföljer, ämnar denna studie granska ett faktiskt utvecklingsprojekt av en sådan 
optimeringsapplikation. Detta har undersökts från perspektivet av det företag som blivit 
tilldelad ansvaret att tillverka denna IT-applikation, nämligen det tyska IT-företaget 
PSImetals GmbH. Kunden är en av Sveriges ledande metallproducenter som med denna 
optimeringsapplikation långsiktigt ämnar öka sin Return of Investment (ROI). 

I framtagandet av denna optimeringsapplikation har iterativa- och utvecklande metoder tagits 
till hands. Studiens huvudsyfte är vidare att studera dessa metoders utförbarhet och dess 
möjlighet till att skapa ett optimerat system, sett till den komplexitet som medföljer. Genom 
att primärt ha klarlagt kundens behov och specificeringar, har dessa vidare använts för att 
utföra konfigureringar samt mjukvaruutvecklingar i ett existerande system. Detta har därefter 
resulterat i ett optimerat system. När denna fas var avslutad, har de använda metoderna 
utvärderats i förhållande till resultatet, dess effektivitet samt den omnämnda komplexiteten.   

Studiens resultat visar att med de använda iterativa- och utvecklande metoderna, har ett 
tillfredsställande och lyckat resultat i form av ett optimerat system erhållits. Detta system är 
däremot strikt begränsat till materialplaneringen vid produktionsprocessen av hur metallen 
skärs och slitsas, varpå slutsatser endast är tagna i relation till denna. Vidare har metodernas 
för- och nackdelar analyserats, och hur dessa har influerat slutresultatet. De mest framstående 
nackdelarna var hanteringen av tekniska begränsningar i förhållande till mjukvarans kapacitet 
och kundens specificeringar, samt hanteringen av tidsfördröjningar i konfigureringsprocessen 



	

på grund av utebliven data. Studien visar vidare däremot hur dessa utmaningar effektivt kunde 
hanteras med hjälp av framförallt de iterativa metoderna, och hur dessa vidare motverkade 
utmaningarna att påverka slutresultatet. 

Resultatet som erhålls håller potentialen av att på lång sikt förstärka och öka kundens ROI. På 
grund av studiens begränsningar i tid och rum, och då IT-applikationens inverkan på en ökad 
ROI som nämnt är identifierbar först på lång sikt, har analyser och slutsatser kring dessa 
faktorer inte konkluderats i denna studie. ROI har i studien enbart refererats som den 
initierande faktorn till varför den svenska kunden tog beslutet av att integrera en IT-
applikation till dess produktion.    
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1	

1. Introduction 

Due to their clients’ unceasing demand for perfection as well as the increasing global 
competition for low cost production, manufacturing companies are nowadays facing a 
substantial – yet even existential – pressure to optimize their production. The main idea 
behind the process of optimization is the improvement of the manufacturing companies’ 
operational costs, the increase of their resource utilization and the improvement of their final 
product quality (Saha et al., 2016, p.22-90).  

The metal industry is amongst the sectors, which are mostly affected by the increasing 
competitiveness and demand of product quality, mentioned in the introductory phrase. It has 
therefore become fundamental and essential for metal companies to find new solutions within 
the different steps of their production process. One of these production phases is the cutting 
and slitting of finished produced metal. In the strive for a better and cheaper production, the 
application of optimization techniques within this phase has proven itself to be a key player 
(Mukherjee et al., 2006, p.15-34).  

Many experts have welcomed this technique of optimizing the metal cutting and slitting. 
Montgomery (1990) has even classified it as a vital tool for continuous success and 
improvement of the outputs quality (Montgomery, 1990). Some scholars hold that metal 
cutting is a performance management method, by which the operational performance of 
manufacturing execution can be improved (Saha et al., 2016, p.22-90). The mentioned 
improvements can be observed on the level of certain fields, such as the execution of 
utilization as well as the rate of production. These two examples are frequently measured and 
analysed by clients and manufacturers, in order to understand the gaps and scope of 
improvements (Saha et al., 2016, p.22-90). 

Despite its advantages, the process of optimization requires the negotiation of certain practical 
obstacles. As a critical mind would assume, the optimization process is a complex research 
issue including various mathematical models, which need to be developed for the “tailor-fit” 
solutions in every particular way. In other words, a universal solution and relation has not yet 
been developed because of the process’ complex nature (Mukherjee et al, 2006, p.15-34). As 
a consequence, the techniques of modelling have undergone multiple software developments 
and expansions. The methods that are applied and that enable these developments can be 
structured in various ways. Having this said, also the outcome and quality of the developed 
optimization system may vary depending on the utilized methods (Mukherjee et al, 2006, 
p.15-34). 
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1.1 Problem formulation and introduction to the supplier 

To get an understanding of the complexity of the issue presented in the introductory chapter, 
this paper examines an actual project in how the optimization process can be developed and 
made possible. This can be done best by exposing the reader to the perspective of a company, 
which was mandated with an optimization task in the metal industry. This provides a good 
understanding of the chosen and utilized methods when accomplishing this, which are based 
on close collaboration with the customer. In this particular case, the customer is a Swedish 
leading metal producer who has ordered an optimizing IT-application intended to increase its 
Return of Investment (ROI) in the long term by implementing the solution to its 
manufacturing process. In this thesis, the mentioned IT-application is referred to as a 
Manufacturing Execution System (MES) related to its content and context, since it gathers 
and optimizes the processes on the “floor” of the metal production (Mosesian, WorkWise 
Software, 2016). The ultimate purpose of this application is to serve as a part of the 
customer's Enterprise Resource Planning system (ERP), which is the company’s business 
process management software (Rouse et al., Tech Target, 2016). 

By modifying a current software system belonging to the mandated information technology 
company based in Germany - PSI GmbH-, the aim of this project was to make the tool 
applicable to the metal producers manufacturing system. The thematic priority and focus of 
the optimization has lied within the production phase of cutting and slitting, and more 
specifically its phase of material planning. It is namely proven that by well executed planning 
of how the material shall be utilized in terms of how it is cut and slit, considerable costs can 
be reduced (Melouk et al., 2012, p.269 – 276). 

Due to the lack of a universal solution - as Mukherjee et al. (2006) have predicted, the 
software of the company at hand needed modification in ways that have yet not been 
developed in order to be applicable. In line with the theory of Mukherjee et al. (2006), 
research regarding the limitations of optimization and the restricted criteria and specifications 
related to every case had to be prioritized. This enabled the optimization to be evaluated and 
calculated both in line with what is technically possible as well as what is possible relative to 
the existing software (Mukherjee et al., 2006, p.15-34). The applied criteria and specifications 
were set in a pre-face, also called a specification phase. After terminating the specification 
phase, the actual configuration could then be initiated. The latter - in this thesis - is referred to 
as the configuration phase.  
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1.2 Purpose of the project 

The purpose of this thesis is to examine the process of how the creation of an optimizing IT-
application can be made possible by using iterative and progressing methods. Consecutive, 
these methods and the process have critically been analysed. 

1.2.1 The task at issue 

A Swedish metal producer (who chooses to be anonymous in the thesis) mandated the 
company PSImetals GmbH to create a suitable IT-application to its production. This IT-
application serves to optimize the cutting and slitting of metal, which in a longer term can cut 
and eliminate scrap. By minimizing scrap, costs can be cut and thereby in the long term 
improve the Return of Investment – and exactly that is, the main reason behind the creation of 
the optimized solution. However, technical problems cannot be excluded since the software to 
the IT-application has a challenging nature and does not provide for a universal solution. 
Therefore, the current customers’ specifications had to be considered and evaluated carefully, 
in order to fulfil its optimization in the best way possible. The thesis therefore puts a focus on 
the iterative methods in a specification phase, while examining the process and importance of 
extracting the customer’s exact specification. In a second step, these specifications were used 
and implemented by applying progressing methods in the so-called configuration phase. 
Thereafter, this resulted in an optimized system, which again could be implemented into the 
system of the customer. Finally, an evaluation of this optimization method was done in order 
to evaluate its efficiency, which was the main purpose with the thesis.    

1.2.2 Questions at issue 

In this thesis, the author intends to answer the following questions, which are mainly of a 
practical nature, but require a dogmatic analyse of the applied methods: 

§ Was the formulation of the executed iterative and processing methods efficient in the 
creation of a satisfying optimized solution?  	

o What kinds of challenges are met in the specification phase that might impact 
the final result of the optimization tool?	

o What kinds of challenges are met in the configuration phase of the software 
that might impact the final result of the optimization tool?	

	

1.3 Disposition & Structure of the project 

Beneath in figure 1, an overview of the disposition and structure of the thesis at hand is 
shown. This simplifies and gives a quick overview over the essential steps that have lead to 
analysis and conclusions regarding the projects issue.  
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	Introduction	

	The thesis is initiated with a chapter of introduction that gives the reader some preparatory 
background knowledge of the need of optimization within the metal manufacturing industry. 
It also describes the optimization’s complex nature and the need of configuring the software.	

	

	
Theory/	
Previous	
Research	

	

Chapter presenting theories relevant to the study as well as  previous research regarding 
optimization within metal industries and the complexity that comes with it. 	

	

	
Research	
Method	

	

In this chapter research methods that are applied in the thesis are presented.	

	

	
Data/	
Results	

	

Data and results from the specification- & configuration phase is presented.	

	 	
Analysis/	
discussion	

	

With the theoretical material and the empirical material from the specification- & 
configuration phase, the result as well as the used methods are discussed.	

	Conclusions	

	

The thesis is completed with conclusions and closing comments regarding the result of the 
optimization and the used methods.	

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Overview of the different essential elements used in the thesis. 

	

1.4 Limitations 

Because of the limitations in time and space of the thesis, some limitations regarding the 
content of the thesis have been necessary. More specifically, focus lay - in line with the theory 
of Saha et al. (2016) (under section 2.3.4) - in the production phase of slitting and cutting, and 
more specifically its material planning phase. This phase plays a crucial and important role of 
minimizing scrap and thereby cutting costs. In other words, the thesis aims to discover the 
optimal specifications regarding the material planning as well as exclusively performing 
configurations of the software for the material planning. This is mainly done directly in the 
software or by writing parallel scripts in Python. Furthermore, the thesis only focuses on 
analyses and conclusions regarding the methods associated with these matters. Out of limiting 
reasons and in order to not expand the scope of this thesis, the testing and implementation of 
the software does not fit within the scope of this analysis. Consequently, and since the IT-
applications impact on the organizations ROI is revealed only in the long term, links between 
these matters were not done in this thesis. ROI was exclusively studied as the initiating factor 
to the customer’s decision of implementing an IT-application to its manufacturing production. 
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2. Background Theory & Previous Research 
This chapter is divided into five different sections, all containing important and relevant 
information that are essential in the continuous reading and understanding of the results and 
analyses. The first section gives an overview over how optimization is commonly used within 
manufacturing industries, such as the metal industry. It also explains the complex nature of 
optimization and its impacts. The second section gives an introduction to the connections 
between ROI and the issue of the thesis. Also, a smaller introduction to ERP is given. Even 
though ERP serves as a minor part in this thesis, it is important mentioning this term in order 
to obtain a full understanding of the issue of the thesis. The third part describes in detail what 
a MES system is. Also, it narrows the information to exclusively refer to MES system solvers 
within the planning of the manufacturing process of cutting and slitting the metal. The forth 
section explains how the complexity of the optimization can be solved. This is primarily 
explained from a technical point of view, describing in particular the techniques that are 
applied in this context. The fifth part is a theoretical framework that describes and illustrates 
how the different theories are used together. Finally, the sixth and last part schematically 
illustrates the different value of chains to consider in the thesis.  

 

2.1 Optimization within the metal industry  

As a reaction to the increasing competitiveness within the metal industry, metal manufactures 
are now aiming to cut costs and achieve higher machining process efficiency. One way of 
doing this is by utilizing optimization tools based on mathematical solutions. These tools may 
be applied in the various stages of the metal production (PSImetals Functional Description, 
2017). Evaluations and surveys have revealed improvements in the sense of increasing the 
production productivity by 10 % (PSImetals, 2017; ShopEdge Software, 2009), reduce 
production energy by 20 – 30 %, and reduce the material utilization by 30 % (Mohr et al. 
2012), when implementing these kinds of optimization tools within the metal production. 
These numbers may imply annual savings to a value of 4 million euros for standard sized 
metal manufacturers (PSImetals, 2017). 

Figure 2 beneath displays different phases within the production of metal. One of these steps 
is the process of cutting and slitting the metal. It is further on in this phase, according to 
Mukherjee et al. (2006) that big optimization improvements have been done, whereupon 
focus in this thesis is put into this area (Mukherjee et al., 2006, p.15-34).  
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Figure 2. Different steps of material flow within the metal production process. 

 

When creating the optimizer according to the theory of optimizing the cutting and slitting, the 
criteria determining the limitations of the optimization are according to Tan & Creese (1995) 
important to consider and evaluate. They claim that these criteria (for example weight and 
width) constitute a key role in achieving the aimed optimization for one specific client (Tan & 
Creese, 1995; Mukherjee et al., 2006, p.15-34).	 Also, quality and cost need to be considered 
when optimizing the production processes since they have a great impact in the metal cutting 
process. If the latter are handled correctly, it is easier to accomplish an optimized solution that 
reduces the residual leftovers (scrap) (Mukherjee et al., 2006, p.15-34).  

Because of the demand of optimized solutions, numerous dynamics of different cutting 
techniques have developed. All these different solutions are focusing on developing 
mathematical models that calculate the most suitable cutting and slitting conditions for the 
particular case. However, despite many studies and mass developments of these mathematical 
tools, a universal relationship model applicable to different kinds of cutting processes, does 
not exist (Mukherjee et al., 2006, p.15-34).	This can be seen as a complexity in a way that a 
development of the solution must be tailored and created from the start, every time a metal 
company orders these optimization solutions. The optimization itself also has various 
limitations and restrictions as to the implementation of real life-cutting problems (Mukherjee 
et al., 2006, p.15-34). Because of the mass development, however, software companies are 
now able to use finished solutions, which they configure in relation to a specific company’s 
standard.  

 

2.2 Return On Investment and Enterprise Recourse System  

Businesses that are active in the manufacturing process should frequently evaluate their return 
on investment (Worster et al., 2012, p. 61). Regardless of whether the company in question 
tend to invest in new features or simply evaluate over an existing one, it is highly necessary to 
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determine whether the investment is making financial sense or not. The outgoing profit must 
be pre-calculated to further on be compared to the cost of design and later on maintenance 
(Worster et al., p. 60-61).  

There are numerous angles in how to study the return of investment (Worster et al., 2012, 
p.61). In general, the ROI calculates how efficiently a company utilizes its investments in 
order to develop profit (Fidelity, 2017). This can be calculated by dividing revenue with the 
cost of investment (Investopedia, 2017). The general up-to-date-number for this within metal 
manufacturers lies in between 2 – 6 % (Fidelity, 2017; CSIMarket, 2017). Seen to the 
commodities and striking low metal prices, these numbers of ROI are relatively low. It is 
because of this reason that companies within the metal sectors are highly focused in 
improving the productivity, eliminating costs and excluding the so-called downtime, so that 
the number of ROI can improve (Damotte & Sharman, 2016).  

As to this thesis, the ROI is exclusively referred to as the initiating factor for implementing 
the IT-application, as well as the long-term, intended outcome for the Swedish customer. It is 
thus not calculated and evaluated relatively to the IT-application, also since the optimizer’s 
impact on the organization’s ROI is revealed first in the long term (see limitations section 
1.3). To this, links can be identified between Worster et al.’s (2012) theory “Greater 
Manufacturing Capacity Leading To Increased Sales”. The theory studies situations when a 
manufacturing capacity in general is not sufficient enough to keep up with the demand. 
Therefore, it develops and incorporates a new IT-application in hope to maximize the ROI in 
the business (Worster et al, 2012 p. 63). The theory is in other words perfectly applicable with 
the stated issues presented in this thesis. 

When implementing the software application to the company, it is integrated to the 
company’s existing Enterprise Resource Planning system (ERP). The ERP is built to collect 
and organize data from different plans of the organization, in this case the planning of the 
metal production (Tech Target, 2016). When the implementation is accomplished (not 
included into this thesis), the aim is thus to receive greater manufacturing capacity. Results 
have shown that the production can with this become more time efficient and more cost 
beneficial. This might furthermore lead to having a positive effect on the ROI (Worster et al, 
2012 p. 63). The set of IT-applications that are used to obtain such results are often referred to 
a platform. Within modern ERP systems the most prominent and important ones are SAP and 
Oracle (Worster et al, 2012 p. 77-78). 
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2.3 Manufacturing Execution System  

2.3.1 General remarks on the Manufacturing Execution System  

Manufacturing Execution System (MES) is a management information system. It is 
furthermore an example of an application that can be integrated within an ERP-system, as 
mentioned in the chapter above. A MES is situated between planning management and 
industry controlling (Fang et al., p.1-5). Within production management, different directions 
and aims within MES systems have been developed. One example is increasing the 
company’s manufacturing transparency, responsiveness as well as cost efficiency. MES is in 
other words according to Kletti (2007) a compacted version of production data acquisition, 
quality assurance, planning and scheduling (Kletti, 2007, p. 2-4).	The incentive to use a MES 
system within mass production companies is often to improve and increase the degree of 
utilization of individual production lines (Kletti, 2007, p.34). The system is further on - 
according to Kletti (2007), an easy system to integrate into specific production environments 
and associated task demands. To accomplish this, one essential thing to ascertain is which 
status the present production planning and control has and how it also can be expanded and 
improved with MES performance (Kletti, 2007, p.34). 

 

2.3.2 MES in the software landscape 

Manufacturing companies often have MES systems connected to their production. These 
MES systems are further on often connected and controlled by different software solutions 
(Kletti, 2007, p. 66-68). According to Kletti (2007), the process of integrating software 
solutions within MES systems can be divided into both commercial as well as technical tasks. 
As to this thesis, focus lays within the technical tasks. To be more precise, the relevant 
question is, how the process of creating an optimizing software solution based on certain 
requirements, can be made possible. An essential requirement here is also to adapt and create 
interfaces accordingly to the manufacturing (Kletti, 2007, p.66 - 68). 

 

2.3.3 Software and MES within the metal industry 

As mentioned before, it has become essential for metal manufacturing companies to challenge 
the changeable material raw prices by optimizing their production processes (Melouk et al., 
2012, p. 269). The most frequent way in accomplishing this, seen from the phase of slitting 
and cutting the metal, is to optimize this proceeding by implementing IT-applications that 
studies where scrap can be avoided and costs can be cut (PSImetals Functional Description, 
2017; Melouk et al., 2012, p.269 - 276). Figure 3 illustrates the most standard approach to 
how this is actually done. As one can see, the coil is optimally utilized in terms of how it is 
cut and slit in accordance to the coils domain. It thereby also demonstrates how the coil can 
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minimize the scrap that is forced out on the sides. Thus, figure 3 constitute the main idea 
behind the technique that is implemented into software and that later on generates the 
optimized utilizations of the coil (Functional Description, PSI, 2017). This way of optimizing 
the cutting and slitting of metal has come to be extensively used within metal engineering 
industries (Mukherjee et al., 2006, p.269 - 276). 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Optimization model sending trial solutions to the simulation model that later on evaluates its validity. (Figure from 
PSImetals Functional Description). 

 

The generated solution provides solutions for the manufacturing processes including 
structural, material and information flow, and logical considerations. The main goal with the 
component, aside from the obvious of cutting costs, is to provide high quality solutions during 
a short amount of time in relation to the performance period (Melouk et al., 2012, p. 269 - 
276). In these optimization models, short-term aspects such as planning, scheduling and 
operation policies are often the factors that are to be considered (Melouk et al., p.269 - 276 
2012). 

 

2.3.4 Planning Production 

As referred to in the introductory chapter of the thesis, focus lays within the planning of 
slitting and cutting of the metal production. Several reasons act as a base to this. Firstly, in 
order to accomplish an optimized utilization, such as figure 3 is illustrating, a plan over how 
to actually utilize the finished produced metal coil, must be done. This is partially done by the 
clarification of the specified criteria, in relation with the theory of Mukherjee et al. (2006). 
Secondly, results have shown that by implementing an optimized solution for how the coil 
shall be planned in terms of how it is cut and slit, the service rates can increase by 10 % and 
the planning time can be reduced by 80 % (PSImetals, 2017). Aside this, also two main 
theories reinforce the value of executing the planning of slitting and cutting carefully, in order 
to obtain an optimal optimization. Firstly, Saha et al. (2016) claim that for an optimized 
solution to be successful, it is a requirement that the solution includes and enables the 
collection and analysis of the manufacturing planning. In other words, with this information, 
the solution captures valuable production information. This can further more be used to 
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measure the residual leftovers, and thereafter optimize the manufacturing operations (Saha et 
al., 2016, p.22-90). Kletti (2007) is also emphasizing the value of the planning with his own 
theory, Push Principle. This theory claims that production orders should be controlled and 
generated in a central production planning environment and furthermore be executed within 
the production department (Kletti, 2007, p. 34 + p.66 - 68). In context to this thesis, this 
theory is directly applicable since the software of the planning phases is modelled like this. It 
was however rather important that the execution of this theory was implemented correctly in 
order to deliver results, in accordance with the theory of Saha et al. (2016). This is discussed 
further under section 2.5. 

 

2.3.4.1 Material Planning  

The material planning of the cutting and slitting is thus an essential part of the planning 
process and serves as the main task to optimize in this thesis (PSI, 2017). Material planning is 
often done in collaboration with the people on the production plant (line engineer, foreman 
etc.), since it is the place where production-related knowledge exists. It is furthermore a 
priority and precondition that this information is based on valid knowledge, since it is thus the 
information that is later on communicated via the MES. This information supports decisions 
regarding scheduling and resources, control of process flow, material allocation, quality 
control and maintenance (Kletti, 2007). Information regarding the production tools status and 
availability of reaching the optimizing goal and thereby cutting costs, are also important 
assets for the material planning (Kletti, 2007, p.56) (PSI, Order Scheduler, 2017). 

 

2.3.4.2 Graphical planning table for the optimization tool  

The optimizing solution for the material planning is as earlier mentioned created by software 
that foresees and optimizes the operations planning of material utilization. The planning of 
these optimizations is often graphically shown in a so-called planning table, which has an 
interface displaying central information for the material planning. The table created for this 
project is illustrated under the chapter Result. Capacities that this tool can show are for 
example (Kletti, 2007, p.56 - 58): 

▪ List of materials to process 	

▪ Retooling lists 	

▪ Complex detail planning tools based in the graphical planning tales 	

▪ Multi-order analyses of the production progresses 	

▪ Order and article statistics permitting inferences to “drag and drop” 	
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▪ Availability analyses and checks for machines, tools, personnel and materials	

	

2.4 Configuration Theory & Research 

2.4.1 Complexity causing the need of configuration of the tool’s software 

As Mukherjee et al. (2006) claim and emphasize, that cutting optimization techniques have a 
complex nature because of the difficulty of developing a unified solution applicable to 
different manufacturing systems (Mukherjee et al., 2006, p.15-34). This problem partially 
originates from the constraints of determining a limited number of criteria that are crucial 
when deciding on the way, how the metal shall be cut and slit. These conditions and criteria 
can vary over a large range between different customers, whereas a unified “input-output-
solution” and relationship model is difficult to establish. For this reason, complete and unique 
models very often must be developed (Mukherjee et al., 2006, p.15-34). Because of the mass 
production of solutions however, it is nowadays possible to modify existing solutions by 
configuring the current software.  

Thus, the software to the mathematical solution needs to be modified and configured in 
relation to what company specific factors every customer has. When executing this, it is 
primarily the different conflicting optimization criteria that must be considered, in similarity 
with the theory of Mukherjee et al. (2006). These criteria also correspond to the criteria for 
maximizing the return of investment. Also, aside from the general challenges within logistics 
and the supply chain, additional problems in the mill equipment must be faced for enabling 
the maximal utilization of the available capacity (Functional Description, PSI, 2017). Here, 
the key is to efficiently group customer coils that potentially belong to different orders and 
integrate them together, to further on assign them on existing materials. This can in return 
minimize the scrap and the number of slitting knife patterns, and thereby cut costs (Functional 
Description, PSI, 2017). 

 

2.4.1.1 How the optimizer practically functions  

Even though the thesis exclusively performs configurations on the existing software and 
therefor does not examine the actual software function, a short description over how the 
software actually works is essential for the overall understanding. In general, the solver 
“runs” by a certain generating simulation model and an optimization component that 
exchange information (Melouk et al., 2012, p.269-273). The simulator captures the 
complexity of the optimization phenomena while the optimizer examines the space of 
possible solutions. Thereafter, the optimizer sends trial and error solutions to the simulator for 
evaluation (Melouk et al., 2012, p.269). The target of the optimizer is to minimize costs that 
arise from both coil and slab inventories as well as to generate outputs with quality indication 
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to the trial solution. The loop continues to run until a stopping criterion is met, which also 
indicates that the best solution has been found and returned (Melouk et al., 2012, p.272). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Optimization model sending trial solutions to the simulation model that later on evaluates its validity (figure from 
Melouk et al., 2012). 

	

2.5 Analytical Framework  

The purpose of this thesis is to examine how an optimizing IT-application for a metal 
manufacturer can be made possible. This is done by executing iterative methods in the 
specification phase and progressing methods in the configuration phase. Because of this, it 
makes sense to study both methods in relation to the process and possibility of optimization, 
seen to both the technical functions as well as the business logic behind. This intends to be 
done by using the analytical framework presented beneath. 

Throughout this study, the concepts of optimization and its complexity, the process of 
configuration, MES and ROI are central for the analysis. Besides this, the methods that were 
mentioned above in context with obtaining an optimized solution also play a major part in this 
paper. By using these terms as a tool in order to analyse how the optimization process and 
configuration is completed, progress can be made in understanding the dynamics and 
complexity in its creation. In the aim of examining this process, figure 5 shall give an 
overview of how it is approached. As shown in the figure, this is done to in the longer run 
improve the ROI within the ERP. The figure reveals how the planning and workload differs 
between the steps, as well as how the different terms stand in relation to one another. The 
base is given by automation, which indicates the specification phase where all the criteria and 
specifications in relation to this project are being set by iterative methods. Thereafter comes 
the MES, which illustrates the configuration phase that is performed by progressing methods. 
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Finally, the pyramid is completed by the term ERP, which is driven and engaged in this 
project in order to in the long term improve the ROI. Even though integration, testing and 
evaluation regarding the MES’ positive or negative impact over the company’s ROI do not fit 
within this project, its inclusion to this analytical framework is still essential and necessary. 
This comes from the fact that it stands in close relation to the optimization itself, since it is 
because of increasing competiveness on the manufacturing market that has led to companies 
needing to utilize these tools in order to improve its ROI.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Relationship between specification phase, MES and ERP. 

 

The analysis within this paper contains discussions regarding the complexity of the executed 
configuration, in relation to the optimized system. In this context, the theory of Kletti (2007) - 
the so called Push Principle -, the theory of Saha et al. (2016) as well as the theory of 
Mukherjee et al. (2006), constitute important focus points. This is made in order to study 
whether or not the obtained solution is satisfying in relation to the first two theories, as well as 
in relation to the latter one.  

Observing figure 6, a relationship between supplier (PSI) and customer (Swedish metal 
producer) is shown. The figure shall be interpreted as following; between the supplier and 
customer, technical- and commercial processes are declared. In this thesis, the technical 
processes are in focus. However, it is because of the commercial aspirations interpreted by the 
customer that the technical processes are put into practice by the supplier, whereas also 
commercial processes is displayed in the figure. Fitting between these 4 “walls”, are all the 
associated phases and milestones that need to be executed, from a technical point of view, in 
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order to obtain the optimized solution. The sides closest to customer and supplier are all 
relevant data from respective instances. Data management illustrates the existing software 
that was later on configured in the computer manufacturing. The production in the middle 
represents the product to actually create. Approaching the commercial processes, it is the 
result from the computer manufacturing of the data management, which results in the 
delivering of MES to the ERP. The bondage here in between, must be carefully balanced. In 
other words, and integrating the earlier three mentioned theories; when applying the 
progressing method when configuring the software, considerations regarding a strict planned 
and a well performing optimizer in relation with the Push Principle and Saha et al. (2016), 
must be balanced with what is actually technically possible in relation to the theory of 
Mukherjee et al. (2006). The technical- and commercial aspirations must - in other words - be 
well balanced in order to obtain the desired yet technically correct solution. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.Dimensions to analyse in the configuration. 
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2.6 Schematic illustration of the considerable flows  

Before presenting the thesis’ utilized methods, several schematic illustrations over the 
valuable chain of flows between the different instances shall be identified. This enables the 
reader to receive a full apprehension over which actors are considered and what their 
responsibilities in the thesis are. 

 

2.6.1 PSImetals – Swedish Customer – End Client 

In figure 7, a chain of value is presented between the mandated company PSImetals, the 
Swedish customer and the end clients who order the metal material. Despite the thesis’ 
exclusive focus of the relationship between PSImetals and the Swedish Customer, all steps are 
included in the figure in order for the reader to obtain a full understanding of the dynamics of 
the relationships. As previously described, the chain initiates with the Swedish customer 
mandating the task of producing an optimized system for their planning department to 
PSImetals. In the second step, PSImetals creates the system in a specification- and 
configuration phase (which constitute as the main focus to study in this thesis). When this 
whole progress is accomplished, including implementation and testing (which does not fit into 
this thesis), the solution is delivered to the customer who can start utilizing the tool in its 
production. When the metal is cut and slit accordingly to the generated optimized plan, the 
metal is sold and delivered to end clients 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Chain of value between PSImetals, the Swedish customer and the end-client. 
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2.6.2 Swedish customer – End Client 

Figure 8 is concretely illustrating what functions the optimized solution has in relation to its 
own production as well as to their own clients, in this flow called the “end client”. The first 
step illustrates the actual planning system, which is intended to be delivered to the Swedish 
customer. As shown, based on mathematical formulas using the company’s limited criteria as 
inputs, it gives suggestions over how the coil can optimally be cut and slit. If this suggestion 
is satisfying, the Swedish customer applies this suggestion to the metal production, which 
again has the purpose of generating specifically cut metal coils, as step 2 displays. When the 
execution of this is accomplished and additional production steps are applied, the cut and slit 
metal coils are sent to the particular end-clients. 

 
 

 

Figure 8. Chain of value between Swedish customer and end client. 
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3. Method 
In the process of actualizing the optimized tool intended for the material planning of slitting 
and cutting, methods are executed in a specification- and a configuration phase. A partition 
like this is simply done because of the fact that exclusive information of specifications, in line 
with the theory of Mukherjee et al. (2006) primarily needs to be collected. This is done in the 
specification phase using so-called iterative methods. Associated with this iterative method, 
qualitative interviews and action research was determined to be used in order to obtain the 
desired information and data. At the time when this was accomplished, the process could 
progress to the next phase, namely the configuration phase. In this phase, the actual 
modification was executed in order to obtain a tailored made and optimized system 
exclusively for the Swedish customer. As a guideline and method during this phase, a so-
called 5-step-process has been utilized in order to obtain the desired result. In the figure 9 
below, an illustration covering these two phases are being shown to give the reader an 
implication over how the project was executed. In the remaining sections of the Method-
chapter, more precise information regarding these phases is reviewed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. The method of this thesis. 
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3.1 Specification Phase 

3.1.1 Research Design 

3.1.1.1 Qualitative data 

In order to fulfil the purpose of the thesis and question at issue, it has been of utmost 
importance and interest to examine and understand the exact needs of the customer at stake. 
This is done to obtain an exact and specific understanding of how their manufacturing process 
can be optimized and what limitations and delimitations exist. 

In line with the theory of Mukherjee et al. (2006), the project requires an understanding for 
this specific case in order to deliver a custom-made solution. Therefore, this study has 
beneficially used a qualitative research design performed in iterative steps, in the sense of not 
missing any details that might be distinctive for this study (Saunders et al., 2009, p.163-170). 
To achieve this kind of understanding and deeper knowledge, focus has lied in collecting 
information, knowledge and “know-how” from the employees of the manufacturing company 
– both, employees working by the plant as well as employees on management level. This is 
done in order to access qualitative information from every important instance that may have 
information affecting the project (Saunders et al., 2009, p.163-170). 

To answer the question at issue and collect the dimensions that the study’s analytical 
framework is presenting, questions and answers have been constructed from the interviews 
with respect to the chosen analytical concept. The questions during the interviews are by both, 
the thesis and project, limited exclusively to the area regarding the material planning 
processing of cutting and slitting. Because of this, questions are performed in a way that can 
be put into context with the planning theory. 

 

3.1.1.2 Action Research  

Since the approach of this study firstly is to specify the customer’s exact needs and 
specifications, it has also been constructive to use so-called Action Research. Action Research 
is described as an iterative and emergent process with the aim of bringing solution-oriented 
results to real organizational problems. These results are further on based on participative and 
collaborative methods where the exchange of “know-how-knowledge” is a key-asset, in other 
words a method applicable to this study (Saunders et al., 2009, p.183). Saunders et al. (2009) 
are using five different themes that can be identified within action research. These are 
purpose, process, participating, knowledge and implications. The aim and purpose with this 
strategy of research is to benefit and endorse the organizational know-how in order to produce 
valuable and practical outcomes. This is done by visualizing the originations issues, planning 
action, taking action and evaluation action. According to Saunders et al. (2009), the Action 
Research is both emergent and iterative, since it is initiating and inaugurating within a distinct 
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context as well as with a research question aimed to be answered. At every level and stage 
that interviews were held throughout the study, diagnosis, constructing issues, planning 
actions, taking action and evaluation of actions were performed. This was done in order to 
maintain correct direction of obtaining a specified solution for the customer. The illustration 
below clarifies how this iterative process is perceived. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure	10.	Illustration	of	the	process	of	Action	Research.	(figure	from	Saunders	et	al.	(2009))	

	

Participation during the action research interviews is underlined as essential as well as critical 
by both Saunders et al. (2009) and Greenwood & Levin (2007), since it requires a social 
process. In this case, the so-called action researcher (PSI) works together with members from 
the manufacturing metal company (Swedish customer) in order to fulfil the goal of the 
project. The goal - as mentioned earlier - is to create a solution that optimizes the customers 
material planning within the production process of cutting and slitting the metal. This again 
ideally improves the customer’s ROI in the long-term. Saunders et al. (2009) emphasize the 
importance of cooperation between the organizational members and the researchers in order 
to let their existing work be examined. According to Saunders et al. (2009), this also 
establishes a democratic approach in both the communication and managerial decisions in the 
process of constructing, planning, taking action and later on evaluating them (Saunders et al., 
2009, p.183). The biggest advantage of using this approach of research is its nature of using 
different skills and knowledge within the organization. 
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3.1.2 Mode of Procedure 

3.1.2.1 In-depth & semi structured characters 

In the collection of data for the study, qualitative and action research interviews were held. 
The interviews were of both semi-structured and in-depth character, since the instances that 
were interviewed are essential information channels for the project and study (Saunders et al., 
2009, p.377-380).  

In the aim of accomplishing the first goal of presenting a specification that represents how the 
manufacturing company can optimize its production business process, two customer visits 
were performed as well as two telephone conferences. These two visits were during a period 
of four days each, where different instances were interviewed so that information from 
different angles, important for the study and configuration of the software, could be gathered. 
By executing the interviews in a semi-structural way, it was possible to obtain information 
from different know-how sources that had unique knowledge concerning the project. Using 
semi-structured interviews, freedom was given in making the interviews a bit dynamic and 
spontaneous, depending on the interviewees’ feedback and answers. The semi-structured 
interviews could thereby also give an illustration over the present limitations and gaps, which 
again had to be considered in the creation of the optimized tool. During the interviews, it was 
also possible to ask supplementary questions (Saunders et al., 2009, p.377-380). 

The interviews in question also had an in-depth character, which allowed us to identify three 
characteristic advantages (Saunders et al., 2009, p.377-380):      

 

§ Purpose of research	

When holding the in-depth-interviews, the interviewer is giving the opportunity to inquest 
certain answers. In other words, this makes it possible for the interviewer to receive exact and 
specific explanation to certain fields that can be essential when understanding the execution 
steps of the material-planning phase. The interviewee may also use specific words or phrases 
in relation and accordance to his or her work line, which along the interview can give the 
interviewer a chance to examine their meaning and significance. This can thereby add depth 
and value to the obtained data as well as acknowledge areas that had not been considered in 
an earlier stage (Saunders et al., 2009, p.378).  

§ Significance of establishing personal contact	

Personal contact that is given by holding interviews is according to Saunders et al. (2009) 
creating possibilities where more relevant information can be provided in comparison to 
interviews via email. This gives the interviewer opportunities to achieve higher response 
rates.  
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§ The nature of the data collection questions	

The majority of interviews of the customer in Sweden contained a large amount of complex 
and open-ended questions, where the logic and order of the questioning could vary. When this 
is the case, Saunders et al. (2009) and Easterby-Smith et al. (2008) mean that an in-depth 
interview is assuredly the most advantageous approach in receiving the most accurate and up 
to date reliable facts and answers.  

 
Table 1. Table showing the instances that were interviewed, the area which was discussed as well as the location and date of 

the interview. 

Type of 
informer/instance 
(number of people) 

Area being discussed and 
interviewed 

Date and location 

Management level (3), 
experts in the planning 
field (2), Line engineers 
working at the plant (2)  

General information regarding project 
as well as pre-introduction of how to 
adapt the customer’s specific criteria 
and limitations regarding the planning 
of metal cutting in relation to the Coil 
Combiner 

07-02-2017, Sweden 

Experts in the planning 
field (2) and Line 
engineers working at the 
plant (2)  

Information for the Order Scheduler 
and Coil Combiner 

08-02-2017, Sweden 

Expert in the planning 
field (1) and Line 
engineers working at the 
plant (2) 

Information for the Order Scheduler 
and Coil Combiner 

09-02-2017, Sweden 

Experts in the planning 
field (2) 

Information exclusively for the Order 
Scheduler 

21-03-2017, Sweden 

Expert in the planning 
field (1) + Line engineers 
working at the plant (1) 

Information exclusively for the Coil 
Combiner 

22-03-2017, Sweden 
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Expert in the planning 
field (1) 

Information exclusively for the Coil 
Combiner 

23-03-2017, Sweden 

Expert in the planning 
field (1) and Line 
engineers working at the 
plant (1) 

Information exclusively for the Order 
Scheduler 

05-04-2017, Berlin, Germany 

Expert in the planning 
field (1) 

Confirming information regarding 
Coil Combiner 

11-04-2017, Berlin, Germany 

 

3.1.2.2 Choice of location for the interviews 

According to Saunders et al. (2009), the choice of location where the interviews are 
conducted can influence the quality of the data that is collected. In general, locations should 
be chosen which are convenient for the interviewees. Another aspect to take into 
consideration is to choose a place that does not allow the interview to be interrupted by other 
disturbing factors such as noise (Saunders et al., 2009, p.386-387). 

In this case and for this study, the interviews being held were always taking place by the 
customer in Sweden. As to the two telephone conferences, they were held on respective 
interviewer and interviewee's place of work. 

 

3.1.3 Other sources for the empirical data 

Since the study is referring to how the German suppliers, PSImetals software needs to be 
configured in order to optimize the production process’ material planning phase, it has been 
relevant to study the technical description of the existing solution, also called Coil Combiner. 
As the name reveals, it combines and optimizes the coils utilization in the process of cutting 
and slitting the metal. The technical descriptions have been collected from PSI’s databases in 
order to be put in context and relation with the material collected in the interviews and the 
previous research. Since the study’s purpose is to examine the process of how the software 
can be configured in order to optimize the customer’s production, this specific topic has been 
the focus point of the examination.  
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3.1.4 Processing of the data 

Shortly after every executed customer visit, transcriptions of the conducted interviews were 
carefully and accurately prepared. That the transcriptions were made so shortly after executed 
interviews had its purpose both because of a certain time pressure of subscribing the 
specification to the customer, but also so that possibilities were given to reflect and analyse 
their content. This process enabled us to see how the content stood in relation to the thesis in 
general. At the same time, it helped us to estimate the importance of continued data 
collection. When all interviews had been executed and transcribed, the overall exact content 
could be compared and analysed to finally evaluate and clarify how the customer’s 
specification could be a possible optimization. 

 

3.2 Configuration Phase 

In the process of configuring the software in relation to the results gathered during the 
specification phase, one notices that these phases and methods are dependent on one another. 
According to Saha et al. (2016), the methodology when configuring the software in a MES 
system, similar to this project, should be as the illustration in figure 11 shows. Saha et al. 
(2016) claim that the configuration method can be used for various manufacturing industries 
that need a solution to capture the production information continuously. With these steps, the 
configuration can gather the steps essential for measurement of production losses for multiple 
machine productions, by either manual or automated data-collection methods (Saha et al., 
2016, p.15-22). Further on, Saha et al. (2016) emphasize that by configuring existing 
solutions tailored for the customer, it provides a rapid solution scalable for manufacturing 
performance management. It would have taken a considerable amount of longer time to 
produce a system from the scratch. 

Defining, measuring and evaluating metrics and criteria in the specification phase enable the 
necessary input needed in the configuration phase in order to obtain an optimized solution. 
For the configuration to obtain and provide this success, Saha et al. (2016) encourage as - 
mentioned before - to follow and divide the configuration into the five-step model and method 
shown in figure 11. 
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Figure 11. Five-step-process of the configuration. (Figure from Saha et al. (2016). 

	

The first step in the configuration phase is the so-called data collection category. This is a 
summarizing and continuing step of the whole specification phase. This is simply because of 
the fact that all the data that has been collected from the specification phase is gathered in this 
step. When this is accomplished, the next step, data element type, can be initialized. In this 
step, every different kind of the so-called element type - meaning different specific data that 
was gathered in the specification phase - must in the existing software be defined and 
categorized. The third step, also called data element, comprises a data component that stores 
the data elements mentioned in step 2. It is precisely this data that is used in the calculation of 
optimizing the production processes. The fourth step, data collection context, is a pre-step to 
the last step. This step defines all contexts and lines that are configured in the fifth step. In a 
simpler description, it contains every specific context that contributes to the actual 
optimization (Python-script). The final and last step, data collection elements, is where the 
actual configuration of the solution is being executed. Configuration regarding both the user 
interface as well as the elements that actually optimize the planning process are here executed 
(Saha et al., 2016, p.23-90). 

Because of the natural complexity of configuration, this theory is naturally only a base to 
study in the process of this projects configuration. In every specific case, the configuration 
methodology takes place in various ways. However, it is as mentioned a solid base to ground 
the configuration on, and secondly good to later on evaluate the result from the analysis and 
conclusion on. 
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3.3 The Entire Research Process 

In the thesis, iterative methods containing qualitative and action research interviews have 
been held to obtain correct data material to the customer’s specifications. The process of how 
to obtain an optimization of the material planning for the slitting and cutting process is the 
main focus and the final result of all other elements used in this thesis. These elements 
comprise previous research and theories regarding the need of optimization within the metal 
industry, its complexity, MES for material planning, ERP, and the software’s relation to the 
aimed optimization. Complemented with the interview material, these elements have acted as 
input material when executing the configuration of the mathematical tool that optimizes the 
material planning process. After finalizing this, all elements including the optimization itself 
are used when analysing and discussing the efficiency of the used methods. They are 
furthermore also used in the attempt to answer the questions at issue of the thesis. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12. A schematic figure over the components that have contributed to the problem solving of the thesis and throughout 
the project. 
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3.4 The thesis reliability and validity 

Reliability refers to which extent that the technique of data collection or other analysis 
procedures can provide consistent results (Saunders et al., 2009, p.382-383). This can 
according to Easterby-Smith et al. (2008) be evaluated by ensuring that the same research 
design would give the same outcome at other occasions and that other observers would give 
similar observations of the interviewees. Great parts of the structuring of this thesis are based 
on qualitative- as well as action research interviews that carry out an in-depth/semi structural 
character. Saunders et al. (2009) claim that the outcome may not be repeatable and thereby 
not sufficiently reliable (Saunders et al., 2009, p.383). This comes from the fact that the result 
reflects the reality at the time, which might cause complication since the subject might change 
(Marshall & Rossman, 2006). They motivate this theory from the assumption that the factors 
to research and analyse when using these methods often contain a complex and dynamic 
nature, which indeed is accurate in this case. Dating back to why these methods were used in 
the first place, one can observe that this was initiated simply because of the flexibility of the 
methods, which enabled a better studying of the complex nature of the case. Thus, Marshall & 
Rossman (2006) emphasize that when using a qualitative and an action research approach, it 
is essential to collect standpoints from different instances, and thereby obtain a more thorough 
base (Marshall & Rossman, 2006). This approach was applied to this thesis in the sense that 
instances from different departments within the organization were interviewed. A more 
thorough understanding of the thesis’ important angles could thereby be achieved by 
overcoming the bias that otherwise might occur if exclusively one instance would be 
interviewed (Saunders et al., 2009, p.383-383).  

Validity imply to whether the obtained results are relevant to the context of the study or not 
(Saunders et al., 2009, p.384).  According to Saunders et al. (2009), a high achievement of 
validity can be accomplished when executing the qualitative and action research interviews 
such as the ones in the thesis. They claim that with the constructed interviews, questions, 
exploring responses and themes from different angles and inquest meaning are enabled 
(Saunders et al. 2009, p.384). This certainly simplified the following steps and phases of 
creating a correct optimized solution. 
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4. Empirical Support/Data 

4.1 PSImetals MES software solver – Coil Combiner  

The German software company PSI sells and provides MES software solutions to various 
industries. PSImetals is specialized in products within - as the name reveals already - the 
metal industry. These solutions can technically be integrated within various steps of a metal 
company’s manufacturing process. One of them is the planning phase, and more in particular 
the material planning phase of the slitting and cutting of metal coils. This planning solution 
system is by PSImetals called Coil Combiner and is a decision support system developed in 
line with the previous research. It is in other words automatically generating and simulating 
optimized slitting and cutting plans, based on the assignment criteria defined by the customer 
(PSI Metals Functional Description, 2017). More specifically, these cutting and slitting plans 
are made for: 

▪ Combination of orders on input materials (coil-to-order matching) [1] 	

▪ Combinations between different orders (order-to-order matching) [2]	

It is shown, that by identifying the most valuable way of combining materials and orders 
together on coils, an ideal optimization can be achieved (PSI Metals Functional Description, 
2017). The thesis therefore investigates in both these tasks ([1] & [2]).  

In the automatic planning mode, Coil Combiner optimizes the assignments it has been given 
and thereafter optimizes the cutting and slitting patterns. For a better overview of how this is 
executed, see figure 3. The process is done by selecting the best feasible matches out of the 
possible selection of materials and orders and by minimizing the resulting scrap. These so-
called “best feasible matches” are given by the assignment rules and criteria that have been 
defined by the customer and supplier (PSImetals Specification 2017). These are later on 
integrated into the software by performing configuration in the existing software. 

 

4.1.1 Expected achievements of Coil Combiner in this project 

Having now provided the elemental tasks for Coil Combiner, the benefits to this project shall 
now be presented (note that these tasks do not represented all the tasks that the tool usually 
execute, but an extract fitting into the scope of this thesis). As an under-category to these 
benefits, the associated mechanisms for making them possible are presented and are thus the 
mechanisms to consider while configuring the software: 

▪ Scrap optimization 	

o The optimization of scrap is executed by automatic generations of beneficial 
combinations. In this context, the latter are called matches and are based on the 
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defined criteria made by the user (customer). The material loss (width-wise 
and length-wise) is thereby minimized.  	

▪ Better utilization of the available stock 	

o Optimizing the matching between orders-to-orders and searching for a more 
globally optimal solution. This leads to less unassigned material and thereby a 
higher quality nesting (see figure 24 under results). 	

 

4.2 Definitions of names and phrases 

In order to obtain a full understanding of the technical aspects of the mathematical tool, a list 
of definitions of often used names and terms are presented in Table 2 below.  

Table 2. List of frequently used names and terms. 

Name / Term Description 
	

Coil A coil is a flat material that hasn’t been slit or cut yet.  
Pre-slit coil A pre-slit coil is a part of a coil that still has to be cut and/or slit into 

smaller parts.  
Cut A cut is the split of a coil into two pieces. A cut on a coil is from one 

long side of the coil to the opposite side of the coil. A cut must cover 
the whole coil and is not allowed to start or stop in the middle of a coil. 

Slit A slit also splits a coil or a pre-slit coil into two pieces, but the direction 
is vertically to a cut (i.e. in parallel to the edges of a coil). Unlike cuts a 
slit can start at the beginning of a coil and end at a cross or at the end of 
the coil. 

Trimming Trimming describes the removal of material parts at the long sides of a 
coil. The part that is removed is called scrap. 

Scrap slice A scrap slice is a slice that was intentionally created and should be 
scrapped. It’s not intended to be shipped to a customer and is used to 
reduce the scrap that has to be collected immediately when a coil is slit. 

Slitting plan A slitting plan is a pattern of cuts and slits that define how a coil should 
be divided into smaller parts. 

Order / Production 
order 

An order describes how one or multiple materials should be produced. 
All final materials that belong to the same order should have the same 
dimensions (within certain limits) and characteristics. 

Customer order A customer order consists of at least one production order. All 
production orders that belong to the same customer order were ordered 
by the same customer. 

Line A line is a machine. Sometimes multiple entities are grouped into one 
line. 

Min / max values Minimum or maximum values are always inclusive if not stated 
otherwise. 
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4.3 Overview of the systematic function 

In order to get an understanding of how Coil Combiner actually works in practical to obtain 
the desired results presented under section 4.1.1, an overview of the systematic function is 
presented in figure 13. The Coil Combiner receives orders, as the figure illustrates. Before 
starting the tool, it must also take into consideration the production goals and the technical 
rules regarding matching and constraints (for example the set criteria and other limitations). In 
context with this thesis, this was configured directly in the software and with a Python script. 
When these facts have been taken into consideration, the coil combiner can be initialized. 

During the process of planning how the coil shall be slit and cut, the tool uses its 
mathematical formula (confidential so may not be displayed) in order to create the optimized 
solutions. In the execution, Coil Combiner runs in two main phases in order to accomplish 
slitting and cutting plans for [1] and [2]. The first phase is creating matches between materials 
and orders, and secondly creating feasible cutting- and slitting plans based on these matches. 

The first phase refers to both [1] and [2], since it based on specific assignments and criteria 
generates matches between both [1] and [2]. In the second phase, based on the matches made 
in phase 1, the solver calculates among the possible combinations and tries to optimize the 
cutting and slitting pattern, in relation to which matches that were determined in phase 1. In 
the interactive mode, the user (customer) can arrange slices within coils in the graphical 
representation of the current plan (PSImetals Specification, 2017). These phases are further on 
run and calculated in every cutting and slitting phase (by the machine) that is used (for more 
information see section 5.1.1) 

The quality of different possible matches varies out of natural reasons. To tell the Coil 
Combiner which match is the best match among the possible matches, the tools once again 
use the assigned criteria as a certain penalty.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13. Systematic function of Coil Combiner 
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4.4  Input into Coil Combiner from Order scheduler 

To enable the Coil Combiner to perform and execute its assignment, it requires assigned data 
to process and work with. There are two main inputs that the Coil Combiner works with that 
are presented beneath. Both inputs are passed on via the so-called Order Scheduler, which 
handles all orders in a parallel database.  

 

4.4.1 Production Orders and their attributes 

Production orders and their attributes constitute one of the prime inputs to Coil Combiner, as 
the functional description in section 4.3 showed. Order Scheduler provide the Coil Combiner 
with this required data based on the slitting production step to Coil Combiner. If orders would 
contain any invalid values such as invalid width length of the coil, they would be discarded 
and would not be available for further processing (PSImetals Specification, 2017). 

 

4.4.2 Material Data  

The second input into Coil Combiner is a source that provides the tool with a list of coils to be 
slit or cut. For each coil the Order Scheduler distributes a number of attributes belonging to 
each coil, meaning which attributes these coils shall be cut and slit after depending on the 
assigned order. Attributes are also used in the sense of evaluating matching rules between 
coils and orders. The Coil Combiner only considers coils in the stockyard that are currently 
not assigned to production order (PSImetals Specification, 2017). 

	

4.5 Order Scheduler 

Order scheduler provided by PSImetals is a mathematical tool belonging to the planning 
phase. In the optimizing process it calculates the workload based on a finite line capacity. To 
be more specific, it determines the available material that can be utilized at the different 
production steps, referring the lines to different machines that are used in the metal 
production of different orders. Additional and important fact is that these lines have a varying 
workload since they can be differently utilized in different production orders. It is further on a 
requirement and obligation that the customer provides information regarding these lines to the 
supplier in order for this part of the process to be configured correctly in the software. This 
information enables the supplier, PSImetals, to preconfigure the line performance together 
with sample date (study the result in section 5.1.1). Optimally, this data is collected and 
concluded during the specification phase, and should ideally contain the following elements 
(PSImetals Specification, 2017): 
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▪ Line code / line name	

▪ Ranges to the different attributes	

▪ Performance rate (unit)	

▪ A default performance rate for each line	

 

During the process of Order Scheduler, the target of production date for each production step 
can be calculated. It is further on this information data that is passed on to Coil Combiner 
containing not only the orders with materials to optimize but also the input, which of these 
orders shall be prioritized and at what point (PSImetals Specification, 2017). The target date 
assumed in this thesis is configured and implemented in the software. However, the main 
target of this thesis still lies in the process of optimizing the utilization of coils, which is why 
the main focus between Order Scheduler and Coil Combiner still contained the transformation 
of orders, materials and their associated attributes and values.   

 

4.5.1 Expected achievements of Order Scheduler in this project 

The workload executed by Order Scheduler in the particular project is presented below in two 
categories (note that these tasks do not represent all the tasks that the tool usually executes, 
but an extract fitting into the scope of this thesis): 

▪ Line Schedules - Production orders provided over the different production steps where 
material is allocated.	

▪ Production Order – Production steps with allocated material – The different materials 
with different attributes and values at the different production lines. 	
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5. Result 

5.1 Specification phase 

According to figure 12 under section 3.3, the aim and goal during the specification phase is to 
gather information in terms of know-how information, limitations and delimitations, 
specifications and lastly limited criteria. This information creates - as figure 12 illustrates - 
together with contribution from previous research and configuration, an optimization of the 
material planning for the slitting and cutting process. However, for the configuration to be 
made possible, the specification phase must be executed in advance.  

The result from the specification phase is presented below in three sections. These correspond 
to the goals to achieve, which were presented in the specification phase. All information 
mentioned in section 3.1, has exclusively been gathered at the customer’s site during the 
iterative methods of qualitative and action research interviews. The information gathered is in 
line with what is technically possible to both the production itself as well as to the software. 

 

5.1.1 Limitations and delimitations 

For Coil Combiner and also Order Scheduler (that Coil Combiner is dependent on), some 
limitations regarding what technical processes to consider had to be done. The determinations 
of the limitations were based on where in the production, slitting and cutting were made or 
had an impact on. This was done since those are the elements that in the planning phase are 
used to optimize the process. It was found that these were test-taking & trimming, pre-slitting, 
slitting and packing. These steps, which also are shown in figure 14, were furthermore 
configured for Order Scheduler as well as for Coil Combiner. Further on, the four chosen 
technical processes contain various machines, which can be assigned to them; slitting has for 
instance six different slitters. These were identified in the software systems by different 
codenames, which are all represented in both Order Scheduler and Coil Combiner (see figure 
15). Drawing the reader’s attention back to section 4.3, the two phases of creating 
combinations for [1] and [2] for cutting and slitting were presented. These phases were further 
on be applied for every machine that executes cutting and slitting, whereas also information 
regarding specified criteria must be gathered for every machine (see section 5.1.2).  

 

 

 

 

Figure 14. The four considered steps 
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Figure 15. The different machines and their positions. 

	

5.1.2 Determination of limited criteria 

In accordance with the theory of Mukherjee et al. (2006), a limited number of criteria and 
attributes were evaluated and decided as the determining factors for the optimization in the 
solver. As described under section 4.1 the Coil Combiner operates in two phases in every 
machine creating solutions in line with [1] and [2]. Because of this reason, criteria for both 
order-to-material and order-to-order, need to be gathered for every line / machine. When 
determining on what exact criteria to consider and what limitations and scope to assign them, 
it is important to compare what is technically possible and what is possible to distinguish 
from the standard solution. What is technically possible is simply done by comparing what 
each machine technically in terms of weight, width, temper etc. are capable of.  

The criteria that were chosen for order-to-material production as well as order-to-order 
production are exposed in the two lists below in table 3. It is thus these criteria that also have 
assigned limited scopes to each and every line / machine that is included into the material 
planning phase. These scopes were also discussed and closely evaluated during the interviews 
in order to get valid and correct scopes in relation to the machines and the software’s 
possibility. An extract of this is shown in table 4. However, since the scope varies to every 
criterion and every line / machine, all restrictions regarding this are shown in Appendix 1. 
(Because of confidentiality, the criteria are a bit modified from reality, but still give an equal 
indication to criteria of the actual projects). 
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Table 3. The determined criteria for order-to-material and order-to-order. 

 

 

Table 4.Scopes of criteria to a pre-slitter and a tension-leveller (preparing machine) (PSI Functional Description, 2017). 

 

	  

Order-to-material: Order-to-order production: 

Thickness Alloy 

Alloy Temper 

Temper Thickness 

Cladding Elongation (overlapping range) 

Cladding side (for output material) Tensile (overlapping range) 

Coil width larger than order width Cladding 

Rolled stripe mark Rolled stripe mark 

- Width 

- Inner and outer diameter 

Scopes of criteria to a pre-
slitter(7832): 

Min input width of coil: 1100 mm 

Max input width of coil: < 1370 mm 

Input inner diameter: 430 mm 

Max input weight: 8 t 

Min input thickness: 0.03 mm 

Max input thickness: 0.25 mm 

Max number of slits: 1 

Outgoing diameter: 285 mm 

Scopes of criteria to tension levelling 
(preparing slitter) (4512): 

Min input width of coil: 1610 mm 

Max input width of coil: < 560 mm 

Input inner diameter: 430 mm 

Max input weight: 8 t 

Min input thickness: 0.16 mm 

Max input thickness: 1.7 mm 

Max number of slits: -- 

Outgoing diameter: 540 mm 
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5.2 Configuration phase 

5.2.1 Gathering Material Data via configuration in Order Scheduler 

As section 4.1.5 describes, the system Order Scheduler has a vital importance in enabling the 
function of the Coil Combiner. Coil Combiner is impractical without any data in terms of 
orders of coils to optimize. With this said, the configuration of Order Scheduler is a 
fundamental step in the process of configuring the Coil Combiner, which is why also this 
result is presented in the thesis. 

Essentially, a framework of lines is put up which indicates all the machine processes in metal 
making, where orders and distribution of materials is calculated. This can for example be 
slitting, test taking etc. - all prime steps included in metal production and that was included 
into the limitation made and explained under section 5.1.1. These are furthermore identified 
by different identification numbers in the code. An example for this is the reference “7832”, 
as shown in figure 15 and figure 16. Further on, figure 16 illustrates how the machines / lines 
are created to the standard software for Order Scheduler by using a parallel platform called 
Oracle. This is a platform that provides the possibility of working with SQL databases. Note 
that the script is an extract from the whole script. Figure 17 is further on illustrating how 
specific criteria relative to Order Scheduler is developed in SQL. This can for example be the 
time scope or the amount of material to be used. When the scripts shown in figure 16 and 17 
are connected to the Order Scheduler system, a framework has been created, as shown in 
figure 18. These lines indicate, in relation to time, the proportions of materials that are to be 
considered in each production step and machine.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 16. Implementing data in the database. 
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Figure 17. Implementing data in the database. 

	

 

Figure 18. Finished framework with lines after configuration via SQL. 
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Obtaining a framework uniquely created for the customer containing the limited criteria and 
attributes, real orders can now be implemented into the system. At this stage, it is extremely 
important to have the allowed scopes for the criteria of every single line (such as thickness, 
width and diameter) in mind (section 5.1.2). This is as well done in the Oracle platform that 
provides SQL databases. These orders are manually created out of confidentiality and time 
reasons; the real orders are strictly confidential and the real order-information was delayed 
from the customer, whereas the configuration primarily was based on manually created orders 
in line with the reality. Figure 19, shows an extract from the script of creating orders to the 
Order Scheduler.  

One example from the result of the implementation of orders into the existing framework of 
Order Scheduler is shown in figure 20. As the reader can see, specific lines (tension levelling 
– pre-slitter – thick slitter -packing) are assigned to the metal of this order during its 
production. This is simply the process, which the metal has to undergo in order to obtain the 
desired order.  

When all data, which is necessary in terms of orders for Order Scheduler and Coil Combiner 
is conceived, the databases are connected to the systems where the data can be communicated 
and used.     

 

 

Figure 19. Creation of orders in SQL to Order Scheduler. 
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Figure 20.Result after configuration via SQL. To this specific order, four processes in metal production are assigned. In 
these processes, different criteria must be considered in the execution of its task. 

	

	

5.2.2 Connecting Order Scheduler to Coil Combiner 

When a complete framework containing correct criteria and orders have been set up for Order 
Scheduler, the connection to the Coil Combiner can be initiated. As figure 21 and figure 22 
illustrates, this is primarily done by distributing and assigning the correct attributes in terms 
of criteria for [1] and [2] (see section 5.1.2). This must be done for all the lines. 

The transmission is executed for [1] in figure 21 and for [2] in figure 22. These attributes and 
criteria transmitted from Order Scheduler to Coil Combiner further on constitute - as 
mentioned earlier - the criteria determining how the cutting and slitting is optimally planned. 
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Figure 21. Assigning attributes from the Order Scheduler to the Coil Combiner for [1] 

 

 

Figure 22. Assigning attributes from the Order Scheduler to the Coil Combiner for [2] 
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5.2.3 Configuration for Coil Combiner 

Reaching the configuration part of Coil Combiner, software development made in the 
language Python had to be done. In the latest section 5.2.2, configuration of which attributes 
to include in Coil Combiner in relation to both [1] and [2], were executed by transferring the 
attributes from Order Scheduler to Coil Combiner. However, to only include these attributes 
to Coil Combiner is not sufficient enough in the sense of the tool to optimize the slitting and 
cutting. Naturally, also the specific values belonging to these attributes and in relation to the 
orders need to be given. Also, in this way, the optimizer is able to commit the best 
combination not only over the area of the coil itself [1], but also making efficient 
combinations over different orders [2]. To be more concrete, until now, information on which 
attributes to consider such as width, thickness etc. has been taken into consideration. Also 
orders containing these specific attributes with certain values have been programmed via 
SQL. A certain matching, however, had to be done between the orders containing not only the 
mentioned attributes, but also the ones that were transferred between Order Scheduler and 
Coil Combiner. This matching was done out of two reasons. Firstly, it is thus the matching of 
orders and attributes that together function as the “input” that the Coil Combiner uses in its 
optimization execution. More importantly, with this input, the Coil Combiner can determine 
which combinations in relation to [1] and [2] can be made. This was later used when 
determining where exactly the coil should be cut and slit (for every line/machine) in order to 
generate the most optimized solution where the scrap is as minimized as possible. 

In Appendix D and Appendix E, a Python script extract is being shown. This code extracts all 
attributes as well as its associated values, which together define the structure of an order. It 
further on saves these attributes by assigning each and every one of them an identification 
code, which is later on stored in a group (array). Attributes were, as mentioned earlier, 
transferred from the Order Scheduler to the Coil Combiner. These attributes are defined by 
the same identification code. When the two programs underneath are “run”, a matching is 
done over different coils and orders. This is furthermore communicated over to Coil 
Combiner who with its built in mathematical formula performs the correct combinations 
based on the values and attributes. 
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When this matching is executed, it needs to be complemented by a script that matches the 
exact values to the attributes that are encountered with the values that Coil Combiner can 
work with. It is done very similar to how the Python script was executed. However, out of 
confidentiality reasons, this script written in C++ cannot be shown in the thesis since it 
contains the mathematical formula that is the base for the whole optimization tool.  

Nevertheless, with this smaller complementing script, the optimizer can for the first time 
generate an optimized solution by implementing the given inputs from the matching to its 
mathematical formula. It is hence here, where an actual result can be seen. This is viewed in 
figure 23 and figure 24.    

As illustrated, one can see how the Coil Combiner can use its mathematical optimization and 
give a suggestion over how the orders can be optimally combined over different coils, and 
thereby give an indication over how the coil can be slit and cut. The suggestion beneath is 
assigned to the thick slitter 7832.  

By accomplishing this, the mentioned tasks in 4.1.1, that is: minimize the scrap and better 
utilize the available stock, are accomplished. This is substantiated by the fact that not only is 
one order optimally combined on one coil ([1]), but also various orders are combined on one 
coil ([2]) (see figure 24).  

 

 

 

Figure 23. Generating the simulation of optimization.  
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Figure 24. Suggestion over an ideal optimization. 

 

In order to obtain the result as the one displayed in figure 24, the user (Swedish customer) 
needs to generate a combination by pressing the “generator” button shown in figure 23. If the 
combination is satisfying, the user can send the trial to the factory model. If not, the user can 
follow the trial and error pattern shown in the figure 25 beneath, until a satisfying result is 
obtained.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 25. Trial and error approach when creating combinations. (PSImetals Specification Coil Combiner, 2017) 
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6. Analysis & Discussion 
This chapter is based on the results from the previous chapter of Results. It is expressly the 
specification phase as well as the configuration phase that is studied hereunder, since these 
two phases formulate the base of the executed approach in creating the optimized solution. 
Primarily however, the obtained result are analysed in relation to the desired outcome 
presented in section 4.1.1, simply to study if the development was successful and satisfying. 
As observed in the chapter Results and in accordance to Limitations in section 1.3, the IT-
application’s impact of the organization’s ROI is not committed. This is out of the thesis’ 
time- and space limitations as well as the fact that the improvement of the organization’s ROI 
is identifiable first in the long term.  

Furthermore, the utilized methods that define the specification- and configuration phase is 
consecutively analysed in relation to the project as well as the analytical framework under 
section 2.5. More precisely, the iterative method in the terms of qualitative and action-
research methods in the specification phase and progressing methods in terms of the five-step-
process in the configuration phase is analysed. This is primarily done in order to evaluate the 
efficiency of the methods. It is also done to obtain further information that had the potential to 
facilitate the process of finding an accurate answer to the question of the thesis. The attempt 
of finding an ideal answer to the question set out in the title of this thesis follows in the 
chapter Conclusion. 

6.1 Accomplished result 

Studying the obtained result in figure 23 and figure 24, the desired result mentioned in 4.1.1 
in terms of optimizing the utilization of the coils to minimize the scrap and better utilize the 
available stock by making combinations for [1] and [2], is accomplished. The result achieved 
from the specification phase - primarily the collection and determination of criteria - was 
thereupon integrated into the software in the configuration phase. The integration was 
executed via configuration in the existing software and by development in Python. The 
criteria are furthermore - and as explained above - the most essential data that the software 
requires in order to perform its optimization. Thus, with successful progress in the 
specification phase obtaining the correct data to integrate to the software, and thereafter 
implementing it during the configuration phase, the desired result was actually obtained. In 
figure 23 and 24, the coil is calculated in relation to not only optimizing one order on the coils 
area, but with several orders who give the same matching of attributes. For this reason, one 
can state that the result was successful and in line with the set aim and goal. 

As the study shows, the utilization of this kind of optimization tool within the metal industry 
is substantial. However, despite thorough methods of how to solve this issue and the just 
mentioned successful results, the path of empowering and finalizing the optimization has a 
somewhat complex procedure. The procedure was initiated by performing the so-called 
specification phase. This part implies as proofed a significant part not only to the adjacent 
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phases but also to the optimization in total. It is more particularly here that the base is set, 
which also functions as the data determining the outcome of the configuration. Later on, the 
configured version of the software resulted in an IT-application optimizing the planning 
production processes. The following sections analyse the two main phases that constitute the 
whole optimizing process, in order to get an understanding of their efficiency. 

6.2 Specification Phase 

During the specification phase, great importance lay in personal meetings with the customer, 
preferably at the customer’s site. As mentioned earlier in this thesis, this phase held an 
iterative character, since the interviews had a qualitative and progressing nature. The latter is 
referred to as the action research way. The interviews were further on organized in a semi-
structured and in-depth way. During these interviews, the goal was invariably to extract 
limited information that could be used in the software. Even though the procedure of this was 
overall painless, some obstacles were encountered. These can mainly be divided into three 
categories shown below: 

▪ Technical delimitations	

▪ Contrasting utilization of terms and understanding between the two parties	

▪ Limiting the criteria and attributes 	

The first obstacle can be compared to the analytical framework by partially analysing the 
process of optimization in relation to its technical function, as well as understanding the 
dynamics and complexity in its process-making. By using these concepts in relation to figure 
5, an easier understanding of the obstacle may be obtained. The mentioned obstacle occurred 
while determining which functions and criteria shall be included into the software. The 
current and standard solution that exists must be configured to satisfy the customer’s 
specification. However, these specifications must still be limited to what the software is 
capable of performing from a technical perspective. For example, one desire of the customer 
was to slit the coil in ways that the software does not know how to execute, since it is not 
developed to do that. Not only would configuration not have been an adequate solution, but 
also redevelopment of it would not have been sufficient either. Thus, the problem originates 
from what is technically possible. This is however only the partial explanation. The problem 
is also caused by the fact that there lies an agreement between the supplier and the customer 
as a base to the whole development of the software. In other words, the supplier cannot create 
a solution demanding software development and configuration far more extensive than what 
was first agreed on. A situation like the one just mentioned could decelerate the process, since 
suitable agreements, which both parties were satisfied with, had to be set. The relation of this 
situation to figure 5 can be compared to the size of the Automation referring to the 
specification phase. It is as illustrated the most extensive and comprehensive phase during this 
procedure since it is the place where the base for the remaining phases is established.  
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The second obstacle that was encountered during the specification phase was how the usage 
of terms could vary between the two parties. Even though this was not a severe obstacle, it 
still decelerated the progression and at times caused confusion. For example, the word slitting 
was used in two different ways: for the supplier the slit is made horizontally and for the 
customer the slit is made vertically. Different production processes, materials or other terms, 
could thus be used differently and thereby indicate different functions and meanings. 
Clarifying and agreeing on unified terms is not only important in the sense of creating a 
software product that actually does what the customer wants it to do, but also in the sense of 
creating an interface that the users can understand. Since it is the customers wish to use the 
end product only, it is vital that the interface contains terms that the end-users understand. In 
resemblance to the paragraph above, the described situation can be compared to figure 5. 
Attributes belonging to the specification phase such as criteria, specification and planning, 
create a base affecting the following phases. It is for this reason important that all phases are 
made properly and correct. 

The final obstacle identified during the specification phase was the process of determining the 
limiting criteria and attributes. Considering however that the outcome of this sets the root and 
base to which criteria the optimizer eventually works within its optimizing task, the 
determining process was nevertheless relatively uncomplicated. Challenging was to be 
limiting and sticking to a certain amount of criteria. Also, the view over which criteria to 
include could diverge between the customer and supplier, which in the same way as earlier 
cases could decelerate the whole process. Some criteria added by the customer could also be 
unfamiliar to the supplier, whereas it had to be investigated if it was possible to include it to 
the software or not.  

Having now solely highlighted the identified obstacles during the specification process, the 
advantages shall also be presented. What was observed in general but also relative to figure 5 
was how efficient and straightforward the whole specification process was considering the 
importance and precision of the outcome. The main advantages that were noticed during this 
phase are shown below in two different categories: 

▪ Iterative methods 	

▪ Limitation of criteria	

When executing the specification phase, the process was experienced as straightforward and 
efficient. One explanation for this might lie within the utilized iterative methods that came to 
obtain a meaningful purpose. The iterative method, action research, created continuous 
possibilities of evaluating and processing data over time. What this furthermore enabled was 
the possibility to adjust data that might have changed in character or value during the process 
of time. Chosen criteria that had been assigned varying scopes that would limit the optimizer 
could of various reasons need adjustment. Data or information could in general be modified 
or changed in order to add value to the end result. Even modification over the limited criteria 
that was carefully decided could be made. Beyond actual changes, the iterative as well as 
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qualitative interviews enabled the possibilities of clarifying some of the above-mentioned 
obstacles, such as misunderstandings caused of either terms or technical possibilities. 
Irrespective of what reason, valuable changes could be made efficiently without bigger 
complications which leads back to the primary factors behind the iterative method; purpose, 
process, participating, knowledge and implications (Saunders et al., 2009).  Because of these 
factors, not only was know-how knowledge and skills extracted continuously from different 
instances within the organization, but a social bond was created between the parties, which 
facilitated the process of progressing and clarifying complications. As Saunders et al. (2009) 
advocated, this even created a somewhat democratic approach in both communication and 
managerial decisions of planning, action taking and evaluation. This was necessary since a 
process like the executed one requires - as emphasized by the same author - a close 
cooperation between organizational members. In most of the cases, this project being one of 
them, this approach enables the achievement of progress. 

Above, the limitation of the criteria was referred to as an obstacle. However, because of the 
crucial part it plays in the project and thesis, it is meaningful to evaluate it from two 
perspectives. Because irrespective of some complications that were faced because of them, 
also advantages were observed considering the great impact they have had on the project. 
During the interviews held with the Swedish customer, these were evaluated and 
discussed. What was observed was how rather painless this process was with respect to its 
value. This can partially be explained by the iterative method enabling close collaboration 
where changes can be made, but also partially of the fact that multiple developments and 
redevelopments have been created for similar matters. The redevelopments are on the one 
hand all contrasting. However, due to multiple developments, knowledge has been created in 
how the relevant criteria can be chosen together depending on which outcome is desired. With 
this know-how from the supplier as well as the customer, this progress was less demanding 
than expected.  

 

6.3 Configuration Phase 

When the configuration phase was approaching, main focus and importance lied in using the 
customer's order data so that the configuration could be made accordingly to the customers 
desired standards. In contrast to the specification phase, close and personal meetings were not 
prioritized in the same way, of the simple reason that the supplier at this point had the 
required data in order to start with the configuration. When executing the configuration phase, 
it has been done in a progressing way, roughly following the structure of figure 11 – the five-
step process. Why it only roughly followed the mentioned structure was because in similarity 
with the specification phase, the configuration phase also had to be iteratively executed. This 
is partially because of standard complications that can be met during programming, but also 
because of some other obstacles presented below in two categories:  
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▪ Receiving data 	

▪ Not solely progressing 	

The most distinguishing obstacle during the configuration phase was the delayed process of 
receiving data in terms of orders. Since these were to be used as the main configuration data, 
this challenge caused delays in the configuration phase. Without this data, an exact 
configuration was difficult to execute. In relation to figure 11, the process is progressing 
without complications during step 1 and step 2. It is in step 3, data element, where problems 
arise because of missing and delayed data from the customer. As the result from the 
configuration phase displays in section 5.2.1, this problem is solved by manually creating 
orders that can be used in the configuration. Another reason to manually produce orders is 
because of confidentiality reasons; the real orders are strictly confidential and may not be 
displayed. The structure of the order data, for example which scopes that are valid etc., had to 
be taken into consideration carefully when modifying the numbers. Being able to create 
orders and material with the same character as the “real” data, the delaying complications got 
reduced, since the code later on was applicable to the real data. Studying figure 5 in the 
analytical framework, the configuration (MES) appears to be less time-taking than the 
specification (automation). Despite delays causing deviations time-wise, this statement 
appeared accurate since this configuration challenge could in the described way be internally 
solved within PSImetals. The creation of orders and materials were created in Oracle's 
platform for SQL (as mentioned in the result).  

The second obstacle that was observed during the configuration phase was how it deviated 
from solely progressing straightforward, like figure 11 indicated that the configuration phase 
could do. This can partially be explained as a consequence of the above-mentioned obstacle – 
missing data that put the whole configuration phase out of balance. Aside from this, it is 
complex to give a simple explanation since development of software seldom is just that, 
simple. Various bugs in the development phase such as complications with the code, 
configuration, complications when connecting code abstracts to the actual solution etc., can 
cause an unbalanced rhythm where different phases within the configuration phase get 
executed in a non-progressing way. Comparative to figure 6 in the analytical framework, 
these bugs represent one angle of the technical aspects that must be balanced in relation with 
the theories of Saha et al. (2016) and Kletti (2007). These are all complications that cannot be 
foreseen nor planned for. On the other hand, complications as such are expected to happen in 
software developments. As long as different know-how of how these problems can be solved 
exists within the organization, these challenges are more standard than exceptional. 

In similarity to the specification phase, the observed advantages during the configuration 
phase shall also be discussed and analysed. The observations have to be put into the general 
context of the thesis as well as the analytical framework and its figures 5 and 6. This enables 
the studying of the progress in reaching the desired software. The observed advantages are 
represented in the two categories below: 
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▪ Easy software programs to develop in	

▪ Implementation of the chosen criteria	

As figure 5 illustrates, after the specification is completed in the automation, the 
configuration is executed in the step named MES. This is as figure 5 displays made by 
programming in Python and configuration made in the existing software of Coil Combiner 
and Order Scheduler. Even though as the section above mentions obstacles such as a 
deviating progressing, observations were made on how straightforward the actual 
configuration and programming actually was when it came to it. Because of mass 
developments of optimizing software solutions, PSI has been able to develop software that is 
close to universal, although some modifications must be done accordingly to every new 
customer. This can also be put into relation with the theory Push Principle by Kletti (2007), 
and the theory of Saha et al. (2016). They claim and emphasize the importance of delivering a 
controlled and optimized system in the planning department. The analytical framework 
analysed whether or not this plan might conflict with the limitation of criteria in relation to the 
theory of Mukherjee et al. (2006), and what is actually technically possible. However, 
because of the well-established and almost universal solution PSI has developed throughout 
the years, the development of the desired system is reachable despite the earlier mentioned 
technical complexities. The software is developed in a way where the configuration is 
straightforward and easy to integrate with other software systems. Because of this fact, and to 
return to the theories of Kletti (2007) and Saha et al. (2016), these admirations were 
successfully executed. 

The second advantage that was observed during the configuration phase and which also can 
be put in relation with the above-mentioned advantage, is the usage and integration of the 
chosen limited number of criteria. As mentioned throughout the thesis, the determination of 
the limiting criteria plays a great role in accomplishing an optimal optimizer. The integration 
part of the criteria of the existing software was however not experienced as an obstacle or a 
complex task. To the contrary this step was rather simple considering its importance to the 
whole optimization. As long as data for executing the software configuration and 
development was available, the process of implementing the criteria into the software was not 
a complex task. This can again be explained by the mass development of optimization 
software, which have resulted in not only software that is easy to configure, but also different 
know-how of how this is most efficiently done. Placing this advantage in relation to figure 6 
in the analytical framework, it becomes apparent that the balancing and harmonizing of the 
conflicting theories is manageable, seen from a technical point when integrating the limited 
criteria into the software. This is undoubtedly a great advantage itself; bigger priority can be 
invested in realizing the theories of Saha et al. (2016) and Kletti (2007), which ideally result 
in a better optimized system for the customer. 
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7. Conclusions  

7.1 Overview 

This chapter attempts to answer the questions of this thesis together with the analyses and 
discussions made in chapter 6, and thereby conclude the whole thesis. It has in this process 
been important to exclusively refer to the specific topic of the thesis and the tasks it has tried 
to solve. To ease the readers understanding in the forthcoming conclusions, a short 
summation is underneath provided, demonstrating, which the actual tasks were: 

Throughout the thesis, the primary focus lay at generating the reader with an understanding of 
the essence of using optimization tools within metal companies as well as its complex 
dynamics. Narrowing the scope to the extent of exclusively covering one part of the planning 
of metal cutting and slitting, the target is to produce an optimization tool for this department. 
Subsequently, examining the result and furthermore the methods efficiency in accomplishing 
the result, relative to its complex conditions and circumstances, serves as the main task in the 
thesis. 

7.2 Answering the questions at issue 

The thesis’ questions at issue are formulated into two minor questions that act as a base for a 
third, main question. Jointly, these intend to cover the scopes of the thesis’ tasks. In order to 
provide the reader with an apprehensible conclusion, the minor questions are primarily 
answered, creating a base for the third and final question.  

What kinds of challenges are met in the specification phase that might impact the final result 
of the optimization tool? 

In the specification phase, which was progressing in an iterative way, the outcome was as the 
analyse and discussion illustrated an ability to adjust the path of the project as well as modify 
changes that were necessary. Aside from these possibilities, the analysis notes three obstacles 
observed during the specification phase, namely technical delimitations, contrasting 
utilization of terms as well as limiting the scope of criteria and attributes. Whether or not 
these challenges would affect the end and final result, the analysis provides an interpretation 
that they do not. This is explained and clarified by the thorough iterative methods that enabled 
and released time in solving these issues, hindering them to cause any negative impact on the 
end result. Thus, the identified obstacles that emerged in the specification phase could be 
resolved thanks to the iterative method, creating solutions beneficial for both the parties as 
well as the project in general. The specification phase also recognizes the limitation of criteria 
as an advantage, meaning that despite their challenges, they were exceptionally painless in its 
determination thanks to the used iterative method and different know-how within the 
organisation.   
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What kinds of challenges are met in the configuration phase of the software that might impact 
the final result of the optimization tool? 

As to the configuration phase where progressing methods were being used in accordance to 
the five-step-process defined by Saha et al. (2016), the progress in modifying and developing 
the software correctly was not exclusively following the method. The purely technical tasks in 
terms of configuring the current software were relatively painless with the help of the 
established and almost universal solution that was used. Even though some deviations 
occurred because of technical complications, this was a minor obstacle, since the 
configuration was straightforward and could follow the five-step-method apart from that. 
Also, the integration of the limited chosen criteria was remarkable in the sense of how easy 
and straightforward it was, seen to its importance and complex background. However, the 
challenge in terms of lack of received data from the customer caused more extensive 
deviations in the progressing of the final result. Contrariwise and objectively looking, this 
obstacle is neither part of nor caused by the chosen method of how the configuration was 
executed. For this reason, the method shall not be seen accountable for this challenge nor 
taken into consideration to the overall conclusion over the projects methods efficiency, even 
though it was effectively solved by implementing other data. 

Main question: Was the formulation of the executed iterative and processing methods efficient 
in the creation of a satisfying optimized solution?   

In this thesis, the object to optimize was as many times mentioned the planning of the 
material utilization in the process of cutting and slitting the metal. Acknowledging the 
multiple steps that must be executed to actualize this, as well as recalling the fact that this 
project is part of a considerable actual project, the method was sufficient in the sense of 
providing a satisfying final result. This result is again one of the major elements that in the 
long term have the potential in reinforcing the ROI. As mentioned in Limitations in section 
1.3 however, due to the current time- and scope limitations and for the purposes of this paper, 
the link between the latter two events shall not be explained further and is to be assumed.  

Nevertheless, the given result shown in figure 24 is the outcome from the iterative method in 
the specification phase and the progressive method in the configuration phase, which were 
overall experienced as productive and adequate. This conclusion is partially based on the 
result from both the specification phase and the configuration phase in the sense of despite 
challenges and obstacles, expected goals were reached in each step. Drawing the attention 
back to figure 12 in section 3.3, the conclusion can also be based on the fact that the different 
elements used and presented in the figure have in coalition resulted in a material planning 
production optimizer, which was the main goal. It is thus the second last figure 24 in part 
5.2.3, which basically verifies this statement by illustrating a prototype of how the result can 
be visualized. Based on these results and assumptions, the used method is once again valued 
as effective and efficient. 

*** 
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Appendix A:  Scope of criteria 
Scopes of criteria associated with all the slitters that are calculated and included in the Order 
Scheduler and the Coil Combiner. Note that the remaining steps included in the specification 
phase; test-taking, trimming and packing are not included since configurations of them were 
not calculated into this thesis’ scope.  
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Appendix B:  List used when matching attributes 
 

In the process of creating matches between the attributes used in both Order Scheduler and 
Coil Combiner, and the attributes from given orders, this list is partially used. The attributes 
are furthermore extracted into different individual groups, which are later on matched with the 
specific attributes with values given be the customers’ orders (Orders are given in Appendix 
C).  
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Appendix C:  List of attributes values 
 

Complementing with the list above in Appendix B, the list beneath is also used in the 
matching of attributes. The list beneath contains orders that are defined by the same attributes 
given in the list in Appendix B. Since these attributes belong to orders, the attributes contain 
specific values. By extracting the values of attributes and placing them in a group with the 
same code-name as the attributes are given above, a matching can be made here in between.  
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Appendix D: Python script doing the matching of 
attributes and its values 
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Appendix E: Python script doing the matching of 
attributes and the orders 

	

	

	

	

	

	


